HOW TO SEND DEATH ANGELS UNTO YOUR ENEMIES
Chapter 1

There are angels for many things that do not look like us and yet given this as true there is one type of angel that may worry us and even confuse us and this is the angels of death. The problem is that we always think that death is bad and certainly most of us do not want to die anytime soon, and if you did, this would be thought of as suicidal which is bad
and used to be catholic sin so bad that it would get you sent to Hell. But yet the angel of death is an angel although many people would think that the angel of death must be a devil: fallen angel: this is not true. But any angel or destroying angel is certainly not serving a purpose that we usually would want them to. But we should be careful about classifying all angels of death the same because in fact some do seem to border on evil and yet they may still be regarded as good because they are thought to do gods work. But these death angels can be used by us and made to perform our will, and so attack someone of our choosing. But
deciding what is an angel of death and what is not, is not such an easy choice, after all some magical beings that may seem to appear as the same may come from completely different traditions, and for instance many entities that are used in magick and may have been worshipped themselves as gods or goddesses of war, victory, success and death may appear very like we would think an angel of death would appear: and how many do appear. But we should also realise the angel of death has been depicted different ways partly because there is more than one type. But also the different descriptions they have and are thought about, occur
because of one description that seems to make more sense than others and this is the description of an evil angel of death apparently in the Talmud who represents the demons who caused the fall of mankind which had the consequence that mankind was able to die. But even then this is a depiction of Samael who is also thought to be good and bad. But then again Samael is more a death angel for evil people and so it is perfectly correct that he would be at least not wholly good: he must take the evil to Hell. But other accounts from religions seem to point to the angel of death as working for god. This means that there are good and bad angels
of death, those that take the good and those that take the evil.

But even this is not always agreed upon completely, but this is not that odd when one also includes Catubodua, the Morrigan and even the Mothman that was seen at Point Pleasant USA could be said to match the description of the angel of death. They after all are all linked to death: for instance appearing in a location where death will take place before anyone has died. There are many types of death angels, but what I will concentrate on here is how to work magick with these and how you can gain the power to command these beings.
But what is important is that this is done correctly because really this is not magick that you should mess around with without thinking and so you would be best to follow my directions exactly so that the magick can be worked safely. But you will need to be able to deal with the nerves that using this type of magick produces. But a good way to start this magick is with Abaddon. This is a good place because Abaddon is a name of an angel of death and the name of a place. In fact Abaddon as an angel is said to be the king of an army of giant locusts with human faces. But Abaddon is also named as being the name of a place: which is the
land of the dead, a realm of fire and snow. Abaddon is thought to be a place where the souls of the dead are placed and even by some as simply a place where the evil and dead are tortured. But Abaddon provides a good starting point because being the name of a place it gives us an easy location to summon him from. However to open up a gateway to summon Abaddon through, I will be using Leviathan and Leviathan is most definitely a devil. In fact Leviathan is thought by many to be the mouth of Hell itself: it being thought in ancient times, to be like a giant monster with Hell inside: the mouth of leviathan being the
gateway to Hell. Leviathan is a gateway entity, and he has the power to open the gateway to Hell so that Abaddon can come through. However there is of course a neutral place for these angels of death and this is the place Abaddon itself, and yet because these death angels are good and bad this also will have a good and bad place. This place therefore would resemble Hell and Heaven, and of course the good death angels would take the good people to Heaven, while the bad ones would drag the evil and dead to Hell. This means that all other forms of classification aside we have basically two teams with one set good and the other set bad.
However as you want to use these angels of death against your enemies Abaddon is a good place to start anyway and so I will here show you the correct way to command Abaddon to attack an enemy of your choosing and drag them to Hell. But to work this magick you will need to know the name of your enemy and what they look like. But if you have this information then you are ready to work this magick.

Magick to command Abaddon to kill your enemy and drag them to Hell

Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth.
Leviathan: open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell open, here and now. Leviathan: open the gates open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Abaddon let the place open and let the death angel Abaddon come through, come through to this world. Abaddon come through to this world so that we may talk. Abaddon comes through the gates. Abaddon I am just a man but I here command you to kill and take the soul of state name of enemy and take them and their soul to Hell, and this is what I command you to do. Abaddon agrees and leaves back from this world through the gates. Leviathan
close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth.
The gates of Hell are closed. So it is and will be.

This magick will send a most dangerous assassin
to your chosen enemy. In fact Abaddon is a
dangerous entity, and this is why the magick should be performed as it is set out here. But do realise that Abaddon is completely within your own power and that he has no choice. The reason this is so is because such entities are made not as we are, and are made with a flaw: we of course have flaws but different ones: and this means that we have the power to command them if it is done the correct
way. This is a demonstration of human power, and how this power seems to be stronger than any other power. In fact when we as humans command entities we gain in power while when we worship we lose power. And it is for this reason: that not just do you not need to follow any particular religion to use this magick not doing so may actually be more beneficial than doing so. The thing is that many people are on the side of god, gods, and deities of all kinds and think they are great, while I think that you are great. Of course this opinion will never get much publicity because after all forums and TV programs that talk about
religion want people to say they should go to church, to the mosque or even Stone Henge while I say don’t bother, don’t worship in any form whatsoever: although it is your choice: command these entities and gain in power. In fact do this and we all gain in power, there is only one direction for humanities progress to move and this is up, and this means commanding ancient deities and magical beings of all types. In this way these death angels work for us and become our magical servants: servitors: and we become their masters: or mistress if you are female.

Chapter 2
The destroyer angel is a class of angelic beings that while named in the bible exists to destroy and not just to take souls. In fact destroyer angels are many and it could be thought to be such a general name that the destroyer angels are in fact more like armies, and battalions rather than one or two. But even these angels can be within our control, we have power because we are human. I know that almost everyone has been raised to believe that they are below supernatural entities and raised to fear them. But I do not tell you to be afraid but to learn to use them and command them. In fact these entities can easily gain power from us and us from
them. The thing is there is a silent war going on and it is a power struggle between us and various deities and supernatural entities. It is a power struggle but in this war there is a problem and this is that although we have the power to command we have been taught not to. We have been told that our place is to fear entities over which we can easily control. One type of these entities is the destroyer angel: and although they are many and we have been taught to fear them, we can have power over them both while living and dead. But unfortunately we have been taught not to, and this means that although these angels can be commanded by us to
destroy our enemies, our enemies: as long as they are human: have power over them if they choose to just as we do. This means that ultimately it is power and knowledge that wins out; with knowledge being the main winner when it comes to us humans.

But by the end of this chapter if you have done everything that I have asked you to you will know that your fears are unwarranted. But these entities do live in their one form for much longer than we do, and because of this it is easy for us to think that there is a role set out for us that puts us below what we actually are. I therefore ask you to utilise
this magick against someone of your choosing who is evil and remember that you can choose to pick a dictator or war lord and there are many such evil people in the world who make wonderful targets. But by doing this you will be demonstrating to yourself that you do not need to be afraid of these entities, and I ask you to make no pact or contract with any supernatural beings, you do not promise yourself to anyone or any being, because you are below them and from this you gain power. But this power is the power you were born with, the power you already have. It is sad that many people, even including those thought to be occultists are on the
wrong side and they switch from worshipping one deity, to many and give their power away: simply spreading their power out to many beings instead of one. But when you keep your power and use it, it grows and with this path we have the power to raise ourselves: humanity: upwards to a higher place.

But the angelic class the destroyer angel is also simply called the angel of death and he was utilised to destroy every first born male child in the bible. This however did not happen because of Satan but because god commanded it. This does not mean that I am saying that you should worship
Satan, I am simply saying that they both are a bad options and although there are other supernatural beings we are the ones who should rule, and by my own sweat and toil: yes writing books is toil although it probably looks easy: I hope to gravitate humanity to this level. But this magick also lets you punish your own enemies. Some people may think that people who deserve this punishment do not exist or are rare. But this is not the case, and I feel that it is better to be sent for punishment through the actions of a person than by the decision of some insane being that others call a deity. We are the highest power if we only let ourselves be and
In time there will be nothing that we cannot do.

Therefore I will show you how to use the destroyer angels to disembowel your enemy.

**Magick to command the destroyer angels to disembowel an enemy**

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell
open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open
the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open.
Destroyers angels of all types come through, come
through to this world. Destroyer angels good and
bad, come through to be with me. I command you
to go to my enemy named state name of enemy and
disembowel them: I command that you do this for
me. All destroyer angels agree and those evil
depart to Hell, and those good depart to Heaven:
but all will do my biding as I requested them to do.
Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth
Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint
Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates,
here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

Use this magick and prosper: gain in power of all kinds and disembowel an enemy. But I also want you to see that the destroyer angels can be many other things and so I also will show to you, how to get these entities to burn and drown your enemy: so that they will feel the torture of both, and so that their suffering will go on for an eternity. This shows that you have power over the opposites of fire and water. After all fire is hot and water is wet, water can put out a fire and fire’s heat can make water boil. Therefore to drown and burn an
enemy shows a degree of mastery that other people may never fully gain. Punish your chosen enemy with the eternal torture of fire and water.

Magick to command the destroyer angels to burn and drown an enemy

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates, open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open.

Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell
open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Destroyer angels of all types come through, come through to this world. Destroyer angels good and bad, come through to be with me. I command you to go to my enemy named state name of enemy to take this person and drag them to the place called Abaddon and when there to drown them and when they are drowned to then put them into fire and burn them and to both drown and burn them forever: I command that you do this for me. All destroyer angels agree and those evil depart to Hell, and those good depart to Heaven: but all will
do my bidding as I requested them to do. Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

I hope that you have learnt that there is not much that you cannot do and not anything that could be classed as a magical being that cannot be commanded. Reach out and you will find that occultism always reached back and will want you to gain in power. Because the magick that we use flows through us as our human will power does,
and through this we can change the world, all levels and planes of existence and ourselves. We can bend the world to our will and with this power we can make ourselves potent, powerful and yet also still human. Soon all supernatural beings will bend a knee to our power.

Chapter 3

Not all death angels are the same and some are arc-angels, and these angels are devoted to fighting evil and yet some of these angels also bring death to people and carry away their souls to whatever place is appropriate. But we are not perfect and so we must face up to the fact that many people we
know will not go to Heaven or to be more bluntly: many of your friends and relatives will die and go to Hell. In fact you may die and go to Hell. But do not worry there will at least be company for you and you will be able to do many things that would not be allowed in Heaven; Hell from this perspective would be like a giant pub maybe even a brothel. But I always try not to describe the planes of existence as being all the same or even too simplisticly because it is my belief that the lives of all magical beings and where they hail from is no less complicate than ours and of the Earth. In fact the realms where angels of death hail
from, is probably a good deal more complicated. If you were to draw a map of all of Heaven and Hell, I feel sure that you would have difficulty carrying it around if it was to include all of these lands various features. But I also know that the angel of death Samael is not really completely good or bad, and yet some believe he is the main arc-angel of death. It is also said that Samael mated with Lilith while she was married to Adam: although this is only believed to have occurred through sources from the Judaic religion. But one thing is true and this is that Samael is a good death angel to draw upon to destroy an enemy. But because Samael is
linked to being more bad than good it would be natural to use Leviathan to open the gates of Hell so that he can come through. But Samael is also said to be linked to Heaven and so we should perhaps realise that all angels linked to death seem to have a more neutral role than other types of angels, devils and demons. They have a function which seems to serve no particular side at all because for all those that go to Heaven there are also those that go to Hell.

However Samael was also said to be able to command a large number of other death angels when he wants to. This means that he can command
other angelic beings that control when someone died and how meaning that he can increase our power to destroy greatly. In fact one thing is clear above all else and that is all death angels: within the system of Christianity: serve god, and all seem to be serving his purpose and none seem to have any choice. It is a strange idea that sometimes angels that seem to be evil some of the time such as Samael can still be serving god: or at least some boss that they serve, and yet if we add within this also beings which seem to serve the same context our list of death angels would grow less well define. I however elect to instead stick for the
moment with those that are Christian or Judaic in origin. But because Samael has the power to command many angels I will be using both Leviathan and to open the gates of Hell and also Saint Peter to open the gates of Heaven so that all of those he can call upon will be commanded by him, as you will command him. Therefore here is some magick using Samael and all he can call upon to kill your enemy and torture them with nails.

**Magick to command Samael and his death angels to torture an enemy with nails**

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to
Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Samael arc-angel, death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, I ask that you step through the gates. Samael be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Samael steps through the gates. Samael is here with me, and I
ask that you Samael arc-angel death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, that you call through the gateway all that you command so that they will attack state name of enemy and drive nails into them and drag them to Hell. Samael agrees and all angels at his command are commanded. Samael and all the other death angels go back through the gateway from which they came. Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.
This magick will torture your enemy by driving nails into them. But there are worse types of punishments and tortures and I do think that sometimes strangulation is a torture that is forgotten: after all when you cannot breathe life is difficult, and for many asthmatics this is something they struggle with. In fact many people who are not used to being short of breath actually panic when they cannot breathe. But knowing this means that we can make this a torture, and when we are unable to breathe thinking and all other things become difficult. Therefore I will show you some magick to cause someone to not be able to breathe
through strangulation and yet for this to last a long time even when they are within Hell itself. I will do this using the power of Samael and all those he can command.

Magick to command Samael and his death angels to strangle and enemy Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open
your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Samael arc-angel, death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, I ask that you step through the gates. Samael be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Samael steps through the gates. Samael is here with me, and I ask that you Samael arc-angel death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, that you call through the gateway all that you command so that they will attack state name of enemy by strangling them, and then drag them to Hell where
the strangulation is maintained and never dies. Samael agrees and all angels at his command are commanded. Samael and all the other death angels go back through the gateway from which they came. Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

In some ways when we look at death angels they are much like the civil service in that when a particular government loses and another wins it does not mean that they all lose or change jobs as it
does with politicians, and this is because they serve a purpose no matter who is in charge. This means that from a Christian perspective that if the Devil was in charge and not God: if either of them ever really were: that nothing would happen for them because they would still be needed to do what they do. I will also say that using Samael has given to you the ability to perform some most painful and torturous curses: for those that you attack with this magick. Therefore be thankful that you have a method of dealing with the most ferocious of opponents and by using this magick not just will they die but they will be dragged to
hell. You can now free yourself of your enemies.

Chapter 4

It may be something that will shock you but Michael the arc-angel is also a death angel. This means that he takes the souls of those that are dead to the afterlife. It also means that Michael the arc-angel can destroy you and take you to the afterlife. However Michael is usually only able to take the souls of those who have died: although he also has the power to kill and to take life if he wishes. This means that we have the power to take life if we wish also through commanding Michael. But Michael is an angel who most definitely resides in
Heaven and in fact he is an angel of the third sphere and second rank. In fact Michael also is an angel who has fought and continues to fight evil and is one of the protectors of countries and nations. This means that a lot of what happens in the world is down to Michael the arc-angel. But he can kill and leads many death angels himself and he can be commanded by you. This demonstrates the power that you have. But also whoever you set Michael the arc-angel to kill he will kill: but he will also then take them to Heaven. This means that if you have a rival who you wish to get out of the way but do not think truly deserve to go to Hell,
and you just want them out of the way you can use Michael the arc-angel and send them instead to Heaven. I will therefore show you now, how to get Michael the arc-angel to kill your enemy or rival quickly and take them to Heaven. 

Magick to command Michael to kill your enemy quickly but take them to Heaven 

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael:
be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel kill my rival state name of rival do this quickly and then take them to Heaven and this is what I ask you to do. Michael arc-angel agrees and goes back through the gates. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be. However just because your rival or enemy is taken to Heaven does not mean that their death must be painless and with this in mind I will show you a
method whereby Michael the arc-angel can be utilised to cause a painful death by him disembowelling your enemy or rival. This is painful and disembowelment will be what they will feel as they die and in fact this could even occur by magick itself, and the person dies this way. In fact if Michael the arc-angel does appear physically in full three dimensional form then this is what will occur: although in fact his is not always what happens. But as long as the dying person feels this pain then there is no problem whatsoever.

Magick to command Michael to kill your enemy
by disembowelment

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates, open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael: be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel kill my rival state name of rival and do this by disembowelling them, so that they take a long time to die and allow them to die in great pain
and then take them to Heaven and this is what I ask you to do. Michael arc-angel agrees and goes back through the gates. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

However some people being evil are quite easy for you to get Michael the arc-angel to leave them on Earth so that they are killed but their soul is left on Earth so that they become a ghost and are left to haunt some small area forever. However it should be remembered that a ghost can also cause you harm if the area it haunts is somewhere, that you
sometimes are. This means that the enemy should not be attacked with the magick that follows if you work in the same place, had fun in the same locations or lived together: and this is to be cautious because after all you do not want to be haunted by the ghost that you caused to die and become a ghost. However ghosts can be exorcised if needed and this would then move the ghost on, but such things are still not always done, and so it is quite an easy matter to cause your enemy of rival to get stuck on Earth as a ghost using the magick that follows.

Magick to command Michael to kill your enemy
and make them a ghost

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael: be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel kill my enemy state name of rival and then leave their soul on Earth so that they become a ghost forever and ever and this is what I ask you to
do. Michael arc-angel agrees and goes back through the gates. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

But the tortures that a person can suffer at the hands of Michael the arc-angel are not limited and so I will show you how to command the angel Michael to kill your chosen person by a thousand cuts. But after this your chosen enemy: whose name and appearance you should know: will then be left to suffer on Earth as a ghost forever living the pain of their death over and over again. This also shows
the ferocity of Michael and how violent he can be. It also shows the power that you have to command others. But use this magick with care because it is after all a painful and harsh punishment.

**Magick to command Michael to kill with a thousand cuts and leave your enemy a ghost**

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gate is open. Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael: be here with me, step through the gates to be with
me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel kill my enemy state name of enemy with one thousand cuts, kill them destroy them and leave their souls in Earth so that they become a ghost forever and relive their own destruction without end and this is what I command you to do. Michael arc-angel agrees and goes back through the gates. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

There is a range of magick here that you can use Michael for, but also it helps to show that the
concept of death angels is a lot more unusual and diverse than even I may have thought. In fact in many ways the angels of death and their one function being such does not matter where they come from, and I feel that even within this two important entities structure: God and Satan: that if Satan did take control that there would not be any alternation in the angels of Death at all meaning that even Michael the arc-angel that fights evil would still have to function as an angel of death.

Chapter 5

One entity that is certainly linked to death is Baron Samedi a voodoo loa. It may seem to you that an
entity used in voodoo could not be further removed from the angel of death, but this is untrue. In fact in voodoo Baron Samedi is the voodoo loa in charge of death, resurrection, cemeteries and even has the same basic level as in Christianity. The reason this is so is because just as in Christianity there is one god, so in voodoo there is one god and all of the magical entities like Baron Samedi are not deities of any kind; they are called loa, meaning lower down, magical being. The look of Baron Samedi is quite like most people expect death to look like: a skeleton. But whereas the classic death appearance from films is a skeleton in a hood, Baron Samedi is
a skeleton in a dinner suit, wearing a top hat and in one hand he is holding a cigar and in the other a glass of rum. However apart from that he is very much the same. However in voodoo entities such as Baron Samedi cannot be summoned alone and so Papa Legba must be utilised to open a gateway from the other realm. Papa Legba in fact has the power to open such gateways and also clear away problems from our life path. Papa Legba is also linked to Saint Peter, and is also called the Voodoo Man because without Papa Legba no magick takes place. This means that it is good to have Papa Legba on your side. In fact Papa Legba is needed
to open and close the gateway from the other realm: and when the gateway is open loas such as Baron Samedi can be summoned through, commanded and sent back again. But most of all realise that voodoo draws on so much of Christianity as well as African and other beliefs that it has much in common with Christianity and so in fact Baron Samedi fits much easier here, than many other entities would. This is because in fact Baron Samedi makes more sense in many ways than many of the other religions death angels because he is not depicted as good or bad and neither does he need to be. Whereas other death
angels collected together form a patchwork quilt of different types some of which do not seem to fit together as well as others, Baron Samedi fits perfectly well and of course Baron Samedi could be thought as having the ability to be in more than one place at a time or as being a type of entity. In fact Baron Samedi is the perfect entity to use because he is neither good nor bad: incidentally he is also linked to making astral zombies: made by stealing half of a dead person’s soul. But because of Baron Samedi’s neutrality I will here use him to attack an enemy of your choosing with a machete. Baron Samedi to attack your enemy with a
Papa Legba you who has power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open. Papa Leg be opens the gates. Baron Samedi powerful voodoo loa, he with power over death, the afterlife, resurrection, and cemeteries, come through the gateway to this world. Step through the gates so that we may talk. Baron Samedi step through the gates. Baron Samedi steps through the gateway to this world. Baron Samedi use your power to attack state name of enemy attack them
with a machete and kill them and drag them to the afterlife. Barona Samedi agrees and walks back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will be.

This magick will give you the power to attack your enemy with the power of Baron Samedi. But I feel it important that you work this magick but know that voodoo is capable of many types of magick and that only some of it is about attacking an enemy. I understand that voodoo gets depicted as being only dark magick and yet within it there is light and dark magick, and we should not be too
quick to judge an occult magick type based on movies and TV alone. I also hope you I have shown to you that voodoo is such a natural system to use in many ways and is also able to fit in well with any other type of magick. The reason for this is that in voodoo it is easy to accept other magical beings as just that wherein some religions if one is strict tend to think of anything outside as demonic which is not just incorrect but also insulting to other people who may worship these entities or command them as you may do other entities. But I will now show you some magick for Baron Samedi to attack your enemy with his cigar; burning them
before they are taken to the afterlife.

**Baron Samedi to burn your enemy with his cigar**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open. Papa Legba opens the gates. Baron Samedi powerful voodoo loa, he with power over death, the afterlife, resurrection, and cemeteries, come through the gateway to this world. Step through the gates so that we may talk. Baron Samedi step through the gates. Baron Samedi steps through the gateway to this world. Baron Samedi: use your
power to burn state name of enemy with your cigar, burn them again and again and drag them to the afterlife. Barona Samedi agrees and walks back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will be. It is one of Baron Samedi’s traits that he has a cigar and a glass of rum. But whereas it is difficult to hurt someone with the glass of rum without damaging the glass, the cigar can burn people easily. Anyway at least we know that if we are good friends with Baron Samedi we can have a drink and a smoke in the afterlife if we want to: I
suppose at that point it can do you no harm. But sometimes you may want your enemy to suffer and so I will here show you a curse which will get Baron Samedi to attack your chosen enemy with cuts and burns. This will make the death of your enemy torturous and extremely painful. This is something that you should be glad of if you are going to work this magick because once done there is no going back. This magick is powerful but be sure that it is what you really want, and if you are at all unsure then do not do it.

**Baron Samedi to cut and burn your enemy**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway
between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now.
Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open.
Papa Legba opens the gates. Baron Samedi powerful voodoo loa, he with power over death, the afterlife, resurrection, and cemeteries, come through the gateway to this world. Step through the gates so that we may talk. Baron Samedi step through the gates. Baron Samedi steps through the gateway to this world. Baron Samedi use your power to burn state name of enemy with your cigar, burn them again and again and then cut them with a machete again and again, and after burning and
cutting them for one hour, drag them to the afterlife. Barona Samedi agrees and walks back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will be.

The magick of Baron Samedi and Papa Legba is now yours to use: use it to attack any enemy you wish. But also simply possessing this knowledge can give a certain air of confidence, it can give to you the body language of a person who knows that they can destroy their enemies if they wish to, and when one has this body language usually you will find that people will not want to be your enemies.
This makes your life easier but it also makes you more powerful. After all power is not always about doing something but other people knowing that you can. For this reason Baron Samedi is our assassin at our call whenever we wish and this is power indeed.

Chapter 6

The Celtic goddess Catubodua is certainly linked to death, war, battle: after all she is also called the Battle Crow and it is said that the enemy dropped dead as she flew overhead. Catubodua the Battle Crow has the power to kill and in many ways is similar to the Valkeries in the way that she could
kill those on the battle field. In fact it is wrong to think that death angels are not seen because there have been many historical battles where entities have been seen taking the dead away, and even snatching soldiers off the battle field and killing them. In fact the way Catubodua acts is exactly like any death angel would and her appearance as being a dark black winged creature fits perfectly with the image that many people have when they think of the angel of death. But Catubodua can also help you be victorious against problems and also is linked to success. But this is after all just as it should be for any magical beings linked to war: after all what
use is fighting a war if not to win. But in fact the reason that these entities from different traditions are so similar is that religion at its heart is simply a method of classification and if this means that different religions classify sometimes similar or the same beings differently. However we must look beyond this so that the truth, become apparent. However do not think that these entities must be as similar as different humans are, and they could be very different and yet still not be different types. But still the different traditions have added a different layer of use and methods of effect that we may draw on. But sometimes we may literally wish
to wage a war on our enemies: if they are more than one: and so I will show you magick for this now. However although Catubodua is a Celtic deity because of the versatility of Papa Legba: I have used him to summon many entities: I will show you how to utilise Papa Legba to summon Catubodua to wage war on a list of your enemies.

**Catubodua to wage war on your enemies**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open. Papa Legba opens the gates. Catubodua Battle
Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who has power over death, war, battle, success, and victory: I ask that you wage war on state list of enemies destroy them completely so that they will die and be dragged to the afterlife. Battle Crow this is what I ask you to do. Catubodua agrees and flies back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will
Well it is all well waging war on your enemies, but sometimes you may want to have some fun first and this is why humanity invented torture. Torture was not invented to gain information: that was just what they told people: it actually is a very unreliable way of getting information. But it is a good way of having fun. The type of fun that highly unusual individuals like to get from torturing others: and it is not my place to question other people actions and instead offer up even more power for your use. Of course for some people torturing someone through the use of magick will not be much fun, but
it is useful, as a way of showing other people that they really should not be your enemies. This means that this magick that follows will make other people not want to be your enemies and this makes this magick less necessary which means not just is this magick fun but you can also tell yourself that it is a good way of preventing the need to do harm to others. Therefore the magick that follows will be for Catubodua to torture with whips your enemies before killing them.

**Catubodua to whip and then kill your enemies**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the
gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open.
Papa Legba opens the gates. Catubodua Battle Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who have power over death, war, battle, success, and victory I ask that you whip state list of enemies and then kill them and drag them to the afterlife. This is what I ask you to do. Catubodua agrees and flies back through the gates. Papa Legba close the
gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will be.

But the Battle Crow is capable of extreme viciousness and so I will show you how to get the Battle Crow to eat the heart of a particular enemy. This magick may not just by symbolic but the actual heart of your enemy may removed and so they be killed in this way. But I never said that magick like this is without blood and damage and pain because it is what the next magick I will show you is all about. This is why battle and war entities like Catubodua have such power because they have
drawn on the power and viciousness of battle and war. All that die in this way gives more power to these war angels, these death angels: war deities derive power from such things. Therefore to get Catubodua to eat the heart of your enemy perform this magick that now follows exactly.

**Catubodua to eat your enemy’s heart**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open. Papa Legba opens the gates. Catubodua Battle Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when
you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who has power over death, war, battle, success, and victory I ask that you devour the heart of state name of enemy and then once you have devoured their heart drag them to the land of the dead. This is what I ask you to do. Catubodua agrees and flies back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. So it is and will be. People have a natural tendency to protect their
eyes, and the idea of losing your eyes is something that is a nightmare to everyone except those that are blind. But imagine then if Catubodua appeared and ate your eyeballs and then dragged you blind to the land of the dead. This would be a nightmare that you may want to unleash onto your chosen enemy and so here is how.

**Catubodua to eat your enemy’s eyes**

Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open. Papa Legba opens the gates. Catubodua Battle
Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who has power over death, war, battle, success, and victory I ask that you devour the eyes of state name of enemy and then once you have devoured their eyes and they are blind, drag them to the land of the dead. This is what I ask you to do.

Catubodua agrees and flies back through the gates. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is
close. So it is and will be.

Your enemies will run if they know what power is coming to get them but even if they do it will not help them at all.

Chapter 7

There is a death angel whose appearance for some reason seems the most unusual to me, and yet it is more of what he represents than anything else that makes him the unusual. The name of the angel if Azrael and he quite literally represents to some degree the life of all of the people on the Earth, and this is because his body is made up of tongues
and eyes and these are of the correct number to represent every living person on the Earth. But his oddness does not stop there and he also has four faces and four thousand wings. But the death angel Azrael appears in the Eastern Orthodox Church, Judaism, Islam, Sikhism, and what seems the most clear of definitions and there is an agreement that Azrael is good and that he works for God. In fact Azrael lives and resides in Heaven and so we must utilise Saint Peter to open the gates of Heaven so that he can be summoned through: he must be commanded and the gates then shut by Saint Peter. It is also said that Azrael records the births of
people and then erases their names when they die. Azrael is to be the last to die. He not surprisingly is an angel with a most senior position, and is very powerful even for a death angel. This means that Azrael is a representation of all who live and die, and when someone is born he is more but when someone dies he is reduced: although people are born and die all the time. It is said that Azrael returns the souls of all people to god: although whether he does this personally or simply places it in some storage place is not mentioned. But then if god is everywhere both are possible. However I will teach you how to work magick with Azrael so
that he is commanded to attack your chosen enemy and take them to the land of the dead.

Magick to command Azrael to kill your enemy and take them to the land of the dead

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Azrael death angel you who four faces and four thousand wings, you with all of the eyes and tongues of all who are alive, step through the gateway and be here with me. Azrael step through the gates, step through the gates to this world.
Azrael steps through the gates. Azrael I ask that you attack state name of enemy kill them and take them to the land of the dead and this is what I ask you to do. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

The magick you have just been shown is magick that kills your enemy and yet sometimes people want more to a curse than that. But as Azrael is himself a part of everyone: or at least he has the eyes of all living people, and the tongues of all living people: this means that he can torture your chosen enemy with all of the poison he is tasting
and to see all of the harm that occurs to everyone on Earth, and so suffer this most difficult torture. This magick will help you to damage your enemy: or enemies if you do it more than once. After all if you wish to hurt your enemy why not do a great job of it. Therefore I will show you some magick to torture your enemy with the poison and violence known by Azrael and all people.

Magick to command Azrael to torture and kill your enemy with all poison and violence

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and
now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Azrael death angel you who four faces and four thousand wings, you with all of the eyes and tongues or all who are alive, step through the gateway and be here with me. Azrael step through the gates, step through the gates to this world. Azrael steps through the gates. Azrael I ask that you torture state name of enemy with the worst poison tasted by all people, and to know the violence from all mankind, and then to kill state name of enemy and drag them to the most evil part of the land of the dead and this is what I ask you to do. Azrael agrees and steps back through the gates.
Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

However sometimes you may want to see your enemy and so this curse is particularly strange so that your enemy will be tortured and then killed: but before they go to the land of the dead they appear before you and are made to tap dance. This curse therefore leaves them moving to the land of the dead tortured and hurt and humiliated and knowing who it is that did this to them. It may seem evil and it is, and yet it is done by a good angel: although an angel of death: because they have been
commanded to do so by you. But it is too much to expect a really good dance and I feel that a degree of effort should release them. However if you feel they need to be the standard of a top Broadway show they may be there for some time. But they will be dancing for you, and so whether they are released will come down to how easily pleased you are.

Azrael to torture and kill your enemy and then make them dance for you

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and
now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Azrael death angel you who four faces and four thousand wings, you with all of the eyes and tongues or all who are alive, step through the gateway and be here with me. Azrael step through the gates, step through the gates to this world. Azrael steps through the gates. Azrael I ask that you torture and kill state name of enemy and then take them to me to dance for me and then drag them to the worst place within the land of the dead and this is what I ask you to do. Azrael agrees and departs through the gates. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now.
Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. So it is and will be.

Your enemy should no longer exist if you work this magick: and if they are not dead now then they will die shortly. Having died and possibly danced for you, you will be able to see that the occult is not a humourless subject and that even curses are not necessarily bereft of humour. But also it is a demonstration of your power, and of your magick. It is quite honestly a strong magick and also a great way of making the magick more advanced and so allows you to have a safe practice while doing useful magick: to expand your power. But do not
miss the wonder that is Azrael because when we imagine that he is so connected to all of us, and that he is to be the last to die, he is a wonder to behold. Not to mention that he may appear for you when you summon him while working this magick. I would say that it is crucial that you realise that Azrael as a record keeper of births and deaths has a log of everyone who exists, and he could be thought of as a statistician or bookkeeper as well as one who can take someone’s life if he chooses. There may be a plan which he must follow, but we can make the plan or at least alter it. Magick increases our power to such a level that we can do
something that are normally allocated as powers that only immortal gods are thought to have. But humanity has a lot of such powers if we choose to utilise them. Therefore as you read this book realise that what you gain is not just knowledge but wisdom and a fresh view of the world. In fact by reading this chapter alone you have learnt magick that many people never even hear about even if they seek it.

**Chapter 8**

I will in this chapter show to you the method of using all of the Death angels together. This therefore is magick that should not be done without
using the magick in the other chapters because you have to work up to it. But this magick is the climax to the other magick because it means that all of the different types of death angels will go through the various types of gates that they use. This also draws as much on their differences and similarities to produce an incredibly powerful effect.

Therefore to use this magick simply say aloud the words that follows while desiring them to work. However you will need the name of an enemy of your choosing.

All death angels to attack your enemy

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I
ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open.
Papa Legba opens the gates. Abaddon let the place open and let the death angel Abaddon come through, come through to this world. Abaddon come through to this world so that we may talk. Abaddon comes through the gates. Abaddon I am just a man but I here command you to kill and torture the soul of [state name of enemy], and this is what I command you to do. Abaddon agrees. Destroyers angels of all types come through, come through to this world. Destroyer angels good and bad, come through to be with me. I command you to go to my enemy named [state name of enemy] and disembowel them: I command that you do this for
me. All destroyer angels agree. Samael arc-angel, death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, I ask that you step through the gates. Samael be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Samael steps through the gates. Samael is here with me, and I ask that you Samael arc-angel death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, that you call through the gateway all that you command so that they will attack state name of enemy and drive nails into them. Samael agrees. Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael: be here with me,
step through the gates to be with me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel break the bones of my enemy state name of enemy do this quickly and this is what I ask you to do. Michael arc-angel agrees. Baron Samedi step through the gates. Baron Samedi steps through the gateway to this world. Baron Samedi use your power to attack state name of enemy attack them, cut them one thousand times, with a machete. Barona Samedi agrees. Catubodua Battle Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly
through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who have power over death, war, battle, success, and victory I ask that you devour the heart of state name of enemy and then once you have devoured their heart. This is what I ask you to do. Catubodua agrees. All death angels tear apart my enemy state name of enemy and take a part of them through the gates as you depart. All death angels agree and depart through the gateway they entered this world through. Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint
Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. Papa Legba close the gates: close the gateway to the other world. Close the gates. The gateway is close. All gateways are closed. So it is and will be.

Here is some magick for all death angels to drink the blood and feast on the flesh of your enemy. It is powerful and is presented here.

All death angels to drink the blood and eat the flesh of your enemy

Saint Peter he who sits upon the gates of Heaven, I
ask that you open the gates, open the gateway to Heaven. Open the gates open the gateway here and now. Saint Peter opens the gates: the gates are open. Leviathan you who are the outside of Hell and your mouth is the mouth of Hell, Hell’s mouth. Leviathan open your mouth, the gates of Hell; open your mouth Hell’s mouth. Let the gates of Hell open, here and now. Leviathan open the gates, open the gateway to Hell. The gates of Hell are open. Papa Legba you who have power over the gateway between the worlds, and I ask that you open the gates. Papa Legba open the gateway here and now. Open the gateway let the gates be open, stay open.
Papa Legba opens the gates. Abaddon let the place open and let the death angel Abaddon come through, come through to this world. Abaddon come through to this world so that we may talk. Abaddon comes through the gates. Abaddon I am just a man but I here command you to drink the blood and eat the flesh of state name of enemy, and this is what I command you to do. Abaddon agrees. Destroyers angels of all types come through, come through to this world. Destroyer angels good and bad, come through to be with me. I command you to drink the blood and eat the flesh of state name of enemy: I command that you do this. All destroyer
angels agree. Samael arc-angel, death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, I ask that you step through the gates. Samael be here with me, step through the gates to be with me. Samael steps through the gates. Samael is here with me, and I ask that you Samael arc-angel death angel he who kills and commands other angels to do so, that you call through the gateway all that you command so that they will drink the blood and eat the flesh of state name of enemy. Samael agrees.

Michael arc-angel, death angel he who rules and kills: I ask that you step through the gates. Michael: be here with me, step through the gates to be with
me. Michael steps through the gates. Michael is here with me, and I ask that you Michael arc-angel, death angel eat the flesh of my enemy state name of enemy; this is what I ask you to do. Michael arc-angel agrees. Baron Samedi step through the gates. Baron Samedi steps through the gateway to this world. Baron Samedi use your power to attack state name of enemy attack them, and eat their flesh and drink their blood. Barona Samedi agrees. Catubodua Battle Crow it is said that the enemy drops dead when you fly overhead: and I ask that you fly through the gates. Catubodua fly through the gateway here and now. Catubodua flies through the
gateway and is here with me now. Catubodua Battle Crow you who has power over death, war, battle, success, and victory I ask that you devour the heart of state name of enemy and drink their blood. This is what I ask you to do. Catubodua agrees. All death angels tear apart my enemy state name of enemy and take a part of them through the gates as you depart. All death angels agree and depart through the gates. Leviathan close the gateway, close your mouth Hell’s mouth. The gates of Hell are closed. Saint Peter: close the gates of Heaven; close the gates, here and now. Close the gateway. The gateway is closed. Papa Legba close
the gates: close the gateway to the other world.

Close the gates. The gateway is close. All gateways are closed. So it is and will be.

Use the magick in this book in whatever way you wish. In fact simply being exposed to this knowledge will help. But also you have achieved a lot, because you know how to command these death angels, you do not have to wait and worry about them coming because you can command them, they now work for you and if this is not a worthwhile power then what is.